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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

(MARXIST) DEMOCRATS
A Plague On The Nation
12/31/18 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
On December 29, 2018, Patricia McCarthy wrote an article titled, "Democrats: A
plague on the nation." In it she writes:
The Democrats know they cannot win without cheating. They cheated in 2016 and are still stunned
that their carefully calculated strategy did not work – thus, the cover-up, AKA the Mueller investigation, of their many crimes committed over the Obama years, many at the direction of Hillary Clinton
with Obama's knowledge and approval. Our once most revered institutions, the DOJ, the FBI, and
the CIA, have been thoroughly corrupted. Mueller, a willing participant in that corruption, is up to his
eyeballs in the cover-up.
Will any of these people at the DOJ, the FBI, and the CIA, ever be held accountable? To date, they
have not been. The power they have within the Deep State is beyond formidable; it is seemingly
absolute.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/democrats_a_plague_on_the_nation.html

The America Resistance Party wishes to correct the americanthinker.com article!
McCarthy fails to state that 100% of the Marxist/Republicans are as much “up to
their eyes in the cover-up” as are the Marxist/Democrats!
The “cover-up” that I refer too, is the one that began in August of 2008 (10 years
ago). I (and about 50,000,000 other constitutionalists) complained that Obama (aka
Barry Soetoro) was NOT a NATURAL BORN CITIZEN. His birth daddy was a foreign national (alien) NOT born in or was a citizen of the USA. Not a single congress-person
would take up our complaint and all 100% of congress refused to listen to us!
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